This past week we've been inundated with alarms sounding off regarding a few attacks on Jews. Some were mild slap attacks where the Jewish victims received a slap in the face.

So... Just how many violent rapes, robberies, murders occur multiple times hourly, even in a minute on a daily basis against Gentiles????

Also, given the Jewish control of our legal systems, punishing the victims instead of the criminals, and pushing so that crime gets so out of hand that people will be begging to have their rights taken away and replaced by ultra strict laws, so that the Jews can completely take control with their communist agenda, just who are they to legitimately complain???

Gentiles endure all kinds of violent and vicious attacks incessantly around the world. Nearly all of this is due to Jewish control of the legal systems, Jewish control of governments, Jewish programs like Islam that they created and most everything. Not to mention how the Jews push immigration on both ends.

Then, they whine like a cunt over that phoney holocaust hoax (never even happened),
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when millions upon millions of Gentiles have been murdered, tortured to death, worked to death and more in concentration camps created by Jews, especially in communist countries around the world.
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A few Jews get attacked every once in a while and an international alarm goes off.

In truth, an alarm should go off in regards to people waking up concerning Jewish supremacy and control over Gentiles.

I also want to add that most Jews aren't forced to and don't live in high crime
areas. Not too many people are aware of how the vast majority who live in very wealthy areas with mansions and extraordinary high priced homes are Jewish.

Nor are most Jews forced to ride public transportation. I remember waiting for a bus with some other Gentiles in the cold, with sleet, and a Jewish funeral procession came by. There were some 30+ cars and they were ALL BRAND NEW. This is typical. They get the best jobs (many don't have to work their way up). We Gentiles pay for this! Most of you know how Christianity and Islam work with funneling Gentile psychic energies into Jewish prosperity.

Keep doing the RTRs everyone.

I also want to add here... Take your anger out with your RTRs. This is where to get out your hatred and rage, and is much more effective in causing their rule and control to collapse.

Don't waste yourself with committing any crimes. Think before you act. You're of no use to anyone in prison. This is where the enemy wants you to be. Consistently with the RTRs deals with all of them.
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